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Hello!
Thank you all for coming!

Feel welcome and please let us know if you need anything!

Lecture 4 - 2018.03.26
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AGENDA

◍ Orders

◍ Needs to be ordered

◍ Budgets

◍ Class on balloon launch

◍ Wood activity
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LAST 3 WEEKS REVIEW

◍ What is systems engineering?

◍ What is CONOPS?

◍ Which are the subsystems?
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1.
Who are we?

Any new face?
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2.
Orders
What we’ve got
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ORDERS

◍ Raspberry Pi, UART adaptor
◍ Power core, voltage regulator, battery charger
◍ Telemetry radio, tracking radio, antenna, GPS
◍ Infrared camera, visible camera
◍ GoPro, battery, memory card
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3.
Needs to be Ordered

Homework?
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NEEDS TO BE ORDERED
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◍ Ground systems?
◍ Structures/Thermal?



4.
Budgets

We all need to be in it!
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BUDGETS PER SUBSYSTEM

Mechanical
- Mass budget
- Volume budget

Power & Electrical
- Power budget

Payload Sensors
- Payload data budget

Software
- Data budget

Radio Communications
- Link budget

Ground Systems
- Link budget
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MASS AND VOLUME BUDGET
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POWER BUDGET
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PAYLOAD DATA BUDGET

How many photos do you 

need to get complete 

coverage?

What balloon velocity are 

you going to assume for 

that calculation?
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DATA BUDGET
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LINK BUDGET
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5.
Class on balloon launch

What an exciting guy!
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TIPS!

◍ Have a sticker saying it is not 

hazardous and saying who you 

are, your phone number, etc

◍ Make check lists!!! So you won’t 

forget anything!

◍ Early mornings are prefered: 

lower wind speed and more time 

to recover the payload: try to 

leave the ground before 8:30am 

(maybe arrive at 5am)

◍ It is uper hard to transmit 

videos during flight
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◍ Have a colorful parachute to be 

able to see it better on recovery

◍ Use a orange blaze for the 

recovery team (especially during 

hunting season :o )

◍ Have backup launch systems: the 

balloon and parachute might go by 

themselves

◍ Mylar wrapped styrofoam boxes are 

good for thermal protection!

◍ Shock test: through on stares and 

check it still works



TIPS!

◍ Lithium batteries are great at 

low temperatures! But they tend 

to be heavy.

◍ Connect everything with 

carabinas! Between balloon and 

parachute, for example

◍ Parachute: nylon! High power 

rocketry parachute.

◍ Don’t use electrical tape: it 

makes the adhesive bad. Use kapton 

tape with silicone base adhesive.

◍ Don’t use duct tape in stuff you 

want to recover nicely

◍ We might be able to test our 

payload in the Lincoln Lab High 

Altitude Atmospheric Chamber!!!
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VIDEO 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QudqzI2iKk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QudqzI2iKk


TIMELINE
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◍ 1 Month ahead:
◍ Buy everything, pick a place

◍ 2 Weeks ahead:
◍ Watch weather, get in touch with FAA

◍ 1 Week ahead:
◍ Start believing the landing forecast, have all checklists 

finalized
◍ 3 Days ahead:

◍ Final go/no go, all subsystems must be working
◍ 2 Days ahead:

◍ Start packing, charge batteries
◍ 1 Day ahead:

◍ Check batteries, check packets



VIDEO 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLpyTodmfg8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLpyTodmfg8


REGULATION
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◍ Maximum total weight: 12 lb (5.4 kg)
◍ Maximum payload weight: 6lb (2.7 kg)
◍ You all shall not cause risk to people
◍ Smallest surface must not exceed 3 oz/in2 (no pointy thing)
◍ Weakest link between parachute and balloon: 50lb. Put a link that 

breaks at 50lb tensile. So it tears if caught by an airplane or 
something.



PHASES OF FLIGHT
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◍ Jet stream: 20-60k ft
◍ Burst is super unstable
◍ Rapid descent to ~45k ft
◍ Linear descent (good for parachute) 45k ft to ground

◍ Use this to track the landing spot
◍ Landing on trees help your radio to be high and reach to your 

receiver!
◍ Vertical speed close to touch down: 1000 ft/min

◌ But a better parachute would make the landing not so 
aggressive



VIDEO 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1zF6rXLjxc
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1zF6rXLjxc


FLIGHT CONDITIONS
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◍ Very cold: -40 to -60°C
◍ Light vacuum: overheat electronics and freeze battery

◍ Can use “everclear” or IPA bath as a heat sink: sealed with a 
vent for vapor to scape

◍ Get a high voltage battery and regulate down
◌ So when efficiency decreases it’s still enough
◌ Or put radios in contact with battery so it heats the 

battery
◍ Summer: lower turbulence, but it goes in a “Z” shape

◌ Ground velocity: ~35 mph
◍ Winter: more turbulence, but straighter shape, longer 

distance
◌ High ground speed: up to 180 mph!!



VIDEO 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cla34QzgbKc
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cla34QzgbKc


RECOVERY
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◍ Multivariable redundancy in the tracking

◍ Redundancy: 3 trackers on different frequencies: APRS, 70 cm 

(440 MGh) for finding, 900 MHz on a couple of different 

radios, custom uridium trackers, spot trackers

◍ Properly account for power: have 100% margin and do not have a 

safety limit on your battery

◍ Processor selection: raspberry pi is good and still doesn’t need 

much heat control (it doesn’t break easily)

◍ Make sure stuff are locked down securely: maybe permanent board 

without a lot of wires floating around



VIDEO 5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95NDkABAsSk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95NDkABAsSk


VIDEO 6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=maEM_ecAiJ0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=maEM_ecAiJ0


6.
Wood Activity

CubeSats!
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WOODEN CUBESAT

◍ Mount your toy CubeSat!
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SUBSYSTEMS

Mechanical
Design and build the 

satellite structure; Perform 

thermal analysis and 

implement thermal management; 

Lead the final integration.

Power & Electrical
Calculate the power budget; 

Design the electrical 

connections; Select 

components; Build the power 

delivery system.

Payload Sensors
Select sensors; Design and 

build sensor mounts; Simulate 

data collection; Integrate 

measurements.

Software
Select computer and 

controller; Handle and 

command data; Read and write 

info at the right places at 

the right time.

Radio Communications
Select radio and antenna; 

Develop a scheme for high 

data rate transmission; 

Calculate link budget.

Ground Systems
Select ground station; 

Develop a scheme for high 

data rate transmission; 

Calculate satellite ground 

track. 
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SUBSYSTEMS

Mechanical
Armani

Stephen

Kendrick

Yijian

Rishi.

Power & Electrical
Jefferson

Jack

Shafayet.

Payload Sensors
Owen Nash

Tadgh Murphy

Julie Sage.

Software
Jonathan Yu

Kiernan Olson

Jai Mangal

Elijah.

Radio Communications
Abdi

Jonathan Yannis

Felix Y

Susie Howard

Clara Rogers.

Ground Systems
Dejvi

Kawsar. 
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6.
HOMEWORK

Work work work!
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HOMEWORK
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Start your documentation!



NEXT STEPS
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◍ Here is the link to the notebooks for subsystems

◍ Here is the link where we will put class materials

https://c3.pubpub.org/spring19subsystem
https://c3.pubpub.org/spring19lecture


Thanks!
Any questions?

You can reach us at 
paulavp@mit.edu

devora@media.mit.edu 
ave@media.mit.edu

!
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